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Swami:  What is today's occasion? Good evening guys, first of all… 
  
Students: Good evening Swami. 
 
Swami:  What is the occasion today?  
 
Student:  A wedding. 
 
Swami:  You can pack up. (bhajans) At the abhishek time, midnight, 
yes we done Kama and Kala Chakra's energy, I made it accurate, 
fixed it, so Satya, dharma, shanti, prema - I given that yantra, 
whatever Nityaananda teached. I'm upstairs and keep listening it, 
which way he's going, pretty good accurate. And whatever the 
blocks, whatever the elements you're carrying it and your partner is 
carrying it, is already fixed. Is already?  
 
Students: Fixed. (applause)  
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Swami: Of course to the Womb Chakra I made it super, super 
supreme strong to everybody. (applause) Even the Long Distance 
people, whoever they opened their heart, the vibrations is hit it. It's 
done. The Process, my part is one hundred percent done. (big 
applause) Your part - to test that energy and implement that energy, 
the healing abilities day by day, if you don’t know your abilities, if 
you not, how we say that, you have to test then you'll know it. 
Without testing it, "Swami, I'm not feeling anything,” that is 
completely nonsense. You have to test it. Once you tested it, then you 
come with results. Like Ganesh, he mentioned, "Swami, some 
psychiatric people we can't able to fix their mind." Yes, try, try and 
see…try and see.  
So, it took to me in my Consciousness Stage, which angle I have to 
approach like the diamond shape, that bijaksharas, only I given 
twenty-five percent. The Immortal Enlightenment, that course, two 
weeks intense. Somewhere we are, we have to spend in the nature 
completely isolated, be in complete silence, whatever I'm doing and 
you're observing it. Whatever?  
 
Students: You are doing, observing it.  
 
Swami: Is it possible to prepare a gold?  Hello. 
 
Students: Yes.  
 
Swami: How? You seen it?  
 
Student: Few people saw.  
 
Swami: Who saw that? Raise the hands. Can you stand up? Whoever 
it is, who saw it? Are you really witnessed? 
 
Nityaananda:  Absolutely one hundred percent. 
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Swami:  Are you a doctor? 
 
Nityaananda:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  You have the suspecting mind? 
 
Nityaananda:  Yes, especially back then. 
 
Swami:   Am I touched anything or everything you done it guys? 
 
Nityaananda: No, everything we did with our own hands. Positively. 
  
Swami:  How you done it, just briefly? 
 
Nityanaanda:  Well you gave instructions using mercury and other 
elements in the nature, leaves and other metals. And we... 
 
Swami:  That metal was also gold? 
 
Nityanaanda:  No, like copper. No, there was no gold involved. No 
silver, no precious metals and different pieces of the element, it was 
all natural things and it was a long process and we combined them in 
the order that you said and what came out of that was 97.8% pure 
gold. We had it tested. 
 
Swami:  Ninety? 
 
Nityaananda:  97.8%.  It qualified as 24 karat.  
 
Swami:  99%, where is 1% gone? I'm curious. Somewhere I have 
mistake. I have to rectify that. How many people made that, have 
that? 
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Nityaananda:  There are four, well six people have some piece, a ring 
or a crucifix, a cross made out of that gold. 
 
Swami: I'm not joking, rasa siddhi kattu waadu, prapanja kattu kattu 
waadu. Rasa Siddhi. Asta siddhi is different. Rasa siddhi ultimate 
final target, Sri Mahalakshmi…Bhuumi, the earth is rounding itself 
and it's also rounding to the wealthy people right now, this yuga. So 
the Mahalakshmi, if you winned it, but I don't have permission more 
than nine times I can implement that, nine times. So far I did five 
times. My target time, my target next one is in Germany, one is 
London, one is in America… We'll see here in the Immortal 
Enlightenment Course, we'll take a one pot, "You do it guys." Just 
simply I'll sit somewhere. You collect everything. You do it.  
"Swami, how is it possible that equal that electron, proton, neutron, 
this, that, and no way to stand for the acid, it makes more expense to 
the globe, the scientists to prepare the gold?"  I'll explain that. If they 
have open guts, yes let them come, yes, let a wild cobra bite it. Let 
them suck the poison with no needles, no injection, "Yes, I'll suck 
that, that poison." Mercury, yes you can drink it. Many people says, 
"Oh Swami drinks red wine, scotch, beer, la, la, la, la, la…” So what? 
Your comments is a good chocolates to me either positive or 
negative, it's a chocolate…right…bitter chocolate, sweet chocolate, 
more sweet chocolate but another moreover - there is one ancient 
palm leaf book what it says, it's quite amazing.  
To be honest, my eyes is super burning to reading the ancient, the 
leaves and years together with magnifying glasses, unbelievably 
burning. I want to get relax myself as much as I'm pushing it. Even 
myself I do certain yogas. I go Dwarkamai inside. I demonstrate 
myself certain yogas and again refix it, come out. So this type all 
yogas in Immortal Enlightenment, every student has to learn it, it's 
only majority possible in my presence.  In my? 
 
Students:  Presence.  
 
Swami:  Otherwise, it's a problem. I given to the one greatest boon to 
the Santa Cruz group. Of course Jonathan and Alx their Church, the 
most quite amazing thing I given it. They all got it - done. The energy 
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is existing, I released it… I released it. But the another thing, if I really 
have the stamina and ability, by grace of Mom and father, if I can 
find for accurate medicine to the HIV kids, HIV people… we are 
working on it, the immunity system really boost up, the globe pretty 
good majority done…majority done. Of course to preparing the, as a 
strong healers, pretty good I done and your chakras is, your power 
spot is existing here in Penukonda, your gurusthan. Wherever you 
go, you can walk with dare step, don't get afraid for anything… if it's 
reality, truth, if it is? truth - go! To your ‘monkey mind,’ no, if it is 
truth, go, start, you cannot get the success without hurdles, without 
criticisms. There is no avatar, no healer, no person in the planet, if 
you born as a human, yes, you have to go through - that’s the quite 
natural phenomena. Up and downs is natural.  
Guruparampara will take care that, just simply, “Master take care, 
I´m going. Take care, I´m taking this action.“ But never ever get 
afraid of the death - drop that a fear of the death. Fear of you going to 
get a sick, fear of maybe you have financial problems and I have to 
lead, I have to take care, I have to take care. Yes, yes, yes, I know, I 
know, I know, I know your financial problems, I know how much 
hurdles you facing maintaining the family, and spirituality, and your 
business, relationships, and your ‘monkey mind’ and it`s a big layer. 
Purely I saw, sorry to say, forgive me… in London, Simone organized 
a beautiful some place to me to give a talk. There was still twenty 
minutes time left and I keep walking and they have the cigars with 
music and they're dancing in the street the kids and what is this? To 
them can I able to teach Namashivaya?  “You have to chant this, this 
is Earth element, decharge… Fire Element. You have to do your japa 
mala with like this chanting, never touch this finger.” "What happens 
if I touch this finger?" It's all like they have their own belief system, 
they grown like that. Don't try to convince to everybody. If you have 
thousand students, one student is really good clarity mind - you are 
lucky. Every year, this year thousand, next year five thousand, ten 
thousand, one student if you got it you're lucky. You're totally lucky.  
So the Rasa Siddhis…need to learn it. All kind of yoga techniques 
already I've given indirectly to you guys, just I need to open just little 
shadow, the door out, walk. That's only possible in Immortal 
Enlightenment time, that's only possible. I am looking forward to 
spend the time with you wherever is Mother decides. I'm totally 
happy. How many people is, by the way, coming to the Immortal 
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Enlightenment? Okay, how many not coming? Raju and? What is the 
problem? 
Raju:  I don't have the money yet.  
 
Swami: You apply, we´ll see. 
  
Raju: I have applied.  
 
Swami: That's enough. Do you think Shirdi Baba is a poor man? 
Hello? Do you think Shirdi Baba is a poor guy, is a beggar?  
 
Student: No. 
 
(Monika's phone starts ringing! Everyone laughs, Swami laughs)  
 
Swami: Absolutely not, absolutely not. He's akshaya patra in your 
life, if you give one dollar to him, a hundred dollars he knows how to 
give back to you. But one dollar you giving with open heart, "Yes, 
take it, take it." So, we're looking forward to seeing that. And tonight 
the New Moon energy is also hitting. I personally recommend… I 
want to make you guys to be wet, wet with pipe and go to 
Dwarkamai, and need to wear fresh, never used cloth. I don't know it 
is available or not but you try. If somebody have the fresh, no 
sweating before then we're all walking inside Dwarkamai and you're 
hitting your third-eye to the Shiva Lingam, walking out. That your 
dress, wet dress you're burning in the dhuni, all your dress. I am 
sorry, Monika, "Swami, I like my this sari." Whenever you're 
selecting it, "Which color is best? Which color is the best? Which color 
is the best?” It took long time to you to decide. Now it is swaha. 
Forget it! If you want to, otherwise I no need to do that, guys. Good. 
 
Students: (clapping)  Yes!  
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Swami: Including me too. Already I had the catch cold. Already I had 
the catch cold. Yes, I have to do. No problem. No problem. I know 
how to take care. Any questions? Stand up and speak loud.  
 
Nityaananda: Guruji, for the Kala Chakra mantras you gave, what is 
the diksha, what is the order, how do we use those? 
 
Swami: There is no diksha. Yes, that's very good question, especially 
please, please until to Immortal Enlightenment time, until to 
Immortal Enlightenment, whenever the woman is in the menses, no 
intimacy time with them. You can eat the food and yes, you can 
share. Fine. No saliva. No intimacy, that's it, stop that first three days. 
Any problem for you to that? 
 
Nityaananda: No. No. That's a lifelong diksha anyway.  
 
Swami: Good.  
 
Nitryaananda: Then, there's five mantras you gave us...  
 
Swami: I've given the final climax Brahmananda. That is the final 
ultimate. In the yantra I given it after stita pragnatha, then drop is 
Brahmanana, final enlightenment. Done. You're not anymore linked 
with any elements any elements. You can go soul traveling, you can 
choose your parents, you can… you'll see how things you can do it. 
You can pull the real Mother and make yourself, even your body got 
damaged, yes get it heal up. But don't, it's not advisable, if it is really, 
really necessary you can use for yourself selfishness but don't use it. 
To somebody else try to use it. I will explain on the course timing. 
Clear? Hello? 
 
Students: Yes!  
 
Swami: What else? 
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Ganesh: Nityaananda mentioned that each block can be solved with 
the five mantras you gave. Do you apply a certain mantra to a certain 
block or it doesn't matter, you can apply all mantras?  
 
 
Swami: As you like, beginning with Satya. 
 
Ganesh: So if a person is angry, let's say a block of anger, you can 
start with Satya?  
 
Swami: You can immediately make it calm down. Are you thinking 
about your wife? 
 
Ganesh:  She can be angry. I deserve it. She can be angry.  
 
Swami: Quite natural. Quite natural man, otherwise how come she is 
a wife? Wife duty is to be angry. She is a kind of speed break to you, 
"Whoa! Okay, wake up. Oh, you're holding the steering? Right. 
Perfect Driving.” Today my wife is came, "Are you catch cold and 
you not taking any medicine?"  "Yes, yes, yes, you're right. Yes, 
you're right. Yes, I will try. I'll get better. Don't worry. Yes, you're 
right." 
 
Ganesh: That is the way. 
 
Swami:  And putting the tiger balm and, "Okay, fine." "Don't drink 
the cold water and secretly… no way! And you have to be strict, this, 
this, this, this." It's natural. Sometimes I tells at nighttime she is 
awake, and at 2 o'clock, 1.30-2am I give a call, "Okay, I am coming for 
the dinner." That is my time. Okay, she is happy, no problem. Navya 
is sleeping…then I go at 5am. Three hours wait, waiting period. 
Before she starts arguing me, I'm telling lot of sympathy things to 
her, "This much hard work, that much hard work, this much hard 
work. I cannot able to handle it."  Then she'll get, "Cool down, relax, 
don't worry. What do you want to eat? Pancakes or idly or 
something?"  
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Understand… I am giving a technique. (Everyone laughs) But she 
taught, she taughted certain Indian curries to me and I prepares. It's 
good. What else? What time is the wedding starting? Make it Baba 
aarati fastly, and let the couple need to come. Please try to cooperate 
them guys.  
Thank you.  

End of Talk. 
 
 


